Opus Volume Control Valve Trim with Crystal Egg Handle

INSPIRATION
Opus incorporates a range of sophisticated aesthetic notes, with graceful curves that create a jewel-like refinement.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Brass material is used for trim and valve component parts. The manufacturing process encompasses casting, turning, stamping, hand-fitting and hand polishing. Eased curves and reflective forms carry the message of cleanliness and clarity. An extensive range of fittings, fixture and accessory options for the lavatory, shower, bathtub.

CODES & STANDARDS
Code # OPSV38:
- ADA Compliance: Yes
- Control Valve Rough-in Depth Maximum: 4 1/2"
- Control Valve Rough-in Depth Minimum: 2 1/2"
- Diverter Valve Rough-in Depth Maximum: 4"
- Diverter Valve Rough-in Depth Minimum: 2 7/8"
- Escutcheon Primary Material: Brass
- Depth / Width: 3"
- Height: 2 3/4"
- Inlet Connection Type: O.D. Supply Tubing
- Integrated Diverter: N
- Length: 2 3/4"
- Primary Material: Brass
- Suggested Application: Bath

Valve sold separately.
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